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Cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanoplatelets of a few atomic layers thick
exhibit extremely sharp photoluminescence peaks and are synthesized in
the zinc blende crystal structure, whereas the most stable bulk
polymorph of CdSe is the wurtzite structure. These platelets can
be synthesized very monodispersely in thickness, and are covered
with acetate ligands. Here, we show by means of density functional
theory (DFT) calculations that these ligands play a pivoting role in the
stabilization of 2D nanosheets as a whole, including the deviating
crystal structure. The relative stability as a function of slab thickness,
strong eﬀects on electronic properties, and implications for synthesis
are discussed.

Introduction
In the past decade, the interest in two dimensional (2D) nanomaterials has increased dramatically, since these show many
desirable physical and electronic properties, often very diﬀerent
from their bulk counterparts. This revolution, which started
with graphene,1 now includes a large variety of materials, such
as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN),2,3 metals,4,5 metal oxides,6,7
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)2,8 and semiconductors.
Thicknesses of such materials can range from a single atomic
layer to tens of atomic layers, while the size in lateral dimensions
is at least an order of magnitude larger. Such nanoplatelets,
nanosheets or nanomembranes show great promise for applications
in flexible electronics, biomedics, optoelectronics, and catalysis.
Whereas materials that have a bulk layered crystal structure,
e.g. graphene, h-BN or TMD’s, can be exfoliated9 to produce 2D
nanoparticles, materials that do not have such a structure need
to be synthesized by other methods. A frequently used method
is using e.g. chemical vapor deposition to produce a thin layer
a
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on top of a sacrificial layer, which is subsequently removed
leaving the nanosheets freely dispersed. However, this method
requires sophisticated equipment, and the lateral dimensions
of the resulting particles are diﬃcult to control. A third route is
to synthesize nanosheets bottom-up in solution, which allows
production of these nanoparticles in larger quantities and
achieving more control on their lateral dimensions. The results
are highly dependent on the exact chemical details of the
synthesis path followed, and currently syntheses are developed
on a per case basis, as their underlying mechanisms are often
not completely understood. The reader interested in the solution
based synthesis methods is referred to the review paper by
Wang and Wang.10
One particular system of interest is formed by zinc blende (ZB)
cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanoplatelets as recently described by
Ithurria and Dubertret.11 The thickness of these platelets is only
several atomic layers and can be accurately controlled. The
exposed (001) surface is atomically flat, while the lateral h100i
and h010i directions can extend to roughly 100 nm, depending
on the reaction time. The platelets act as 2D quantum wells
and show an extremely sharp photoluminescence peak due to
quantum confinement,12 making them a suitable candidate
material for optoelectronic applications.
Remarkably, the nanoplatelets are synthesized in the ZB structure, whereas wurtzite (WZ) is the most stable bulk CdSe polymorph.
This is likely due to the ligands used in the synthesis, although it is
excluded that lamellar assembly is the ruling growth mechanism in
this case, since the reaction can take place at temperatures too
high for lamellar assembly. The presumption that the ligands
are of importance was supported by Mahler et al., who showed
that replacing carboxylic acids by oleylamine induced a (partial)
phase transition in ZB CdSe quantum dots, and a similar eﬀect
should be expected here.13
The ligands in these 2D nano materials have a profound
influence on their overall stability and physical properties.
Therefore, the system as a whole, including ligands, needs to
be evaluated quantum mechanically in order to understand why
deviating crystal structures, in this case zinc blende (ZB) rather
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than wurtzite (WZ), are found. To this end, we use density functional
theory (DFT) to calculate the total energy, lattice relaxation, and
eﬀective charges of relevant configurations, comparing CdSe
WZ-(0001), ZB-(001) and ZB-(111) terminations with and without
ligand coverage.
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Computational methods
For the DFT calculations, the Vienna ab initio Simulations
Package (VASP)14 was used, employing the projector augmented
wave method (PAW)15 and the optvdW-B88 functional16 to include
non-local van der Waals interactions. The cutoﬀ energy for the
wavefunctions was set to 800 eV (1100 eV for the augmentation
wavefunctions) and a 22  22  1 k-point grid was used
(Monkhorst–Pack for tetragonal cells, gamma centered for
hexagonal cells). Slabs with thicknesses of several atomic layers
were used, for each of the surfaces WZ-(0001), ZB-(001) and
ZB-(111). Because of the periodic boundary conditions, the slabs
extend to infinity in the lateral dimensions. Both the top and
bottom side of the slabs were terminated by Cd atoms and a
vacuum of at least 22 Å was used. Calculations were done both on
bare slabs and on (fully) acetate covered slabs. The structures were
allowed to relax until the forces were smaller than 0.03 eV Å1. Slab
thicknesses range from 3 to 11 CdSe layers. Since the slabs are Cd
terminated, it implies that an n-layer slab consists of n + 1 Cd layers
and n Se layers. For the covered slabs, an acetate molecule is placed
on both surface Cd atoms, such that the composition of the cell
becomes Cdn+1Sen(CH3COO)2. Fig. 1 shows the relaxed molecular
models of the slabs with n = 3.
To gain an understanding of the charge distribution of the
system, the charge on the atoms, as described by Bader,17 was
calculated using the code by the Henkelmann group.18–20
Because the GGA functional is known to underestimate the band
gap, the hybrid HSE06 functional as described by Heyd, Scuseria
and Ernzerhof was used to investigate the band structure of the
most stable configuration.21 For this calculation, the cutoff
energy was set to 300 eV (500 for the augmentation wavefunctions), and a mixing parameter a = 0.35 was used, since this value
reproduced the WZ bulk band gap at 0 K accurately.

Fig. 1 Top: Perspective view of a CdSe ZB-(001) nanosheet covered with
acetate ions (Cd4Se3(CH3COO)2). Bottom: Side views of the acetate covered
WZ-(0001), ZB-(001), and ZB-(111) (Cd4Se3(CH3COO)2) slabs. For clarity, four
unit cells have been plotted. Green: Cd, yellow: Se, black: C, light grey: H, red: O.

Table 1 Energy diﬀerences between the ZB slabs and the WZ-(0001)
surfaced Cdn+1Sen slabs for diﬀerent values of slab thickness n, e.g., DEBare
(111)
is the diﬀerence between the bare ZB-(111) and the bare WZ-(0001) slabs

n

DEBare
(001) (eV)

DEBare
(111) (eV)

DEAc
(001) (eV)

DEAc
(111) (eV)

3
4
5
7
9
11

0.71
0.65
0.61
0.55
0.53
0.51

0.02
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.06

1.06
1.15
1.20
1.33
1.36
1.38

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.09
0.10

Results and discussion
The results of the total energy calculations are listed in Table 1,
where energy diﬀerences are expressed between ZB slabs and
the WZ-(0001) slab, for both the bare and the acetate covered
Bare/Ac
slabs: DEBare/Ac
(n) = EBare/Ac
(ijk)
ZB(ijk) (n)  EWZ(0001)(n). The most relevant
case, DE(001), is also shown in Fig. 2.
It is clear that for the uncovered slabs, the energy diﬀerence
between the ZB-(001) slabs and the WZ-(0001) slabs is positive,
i.e. the WZ-(0001) terminated slabs have a much lower energy
than the ZB-(001) slabs. As can be expected from the similar
crystal structures, the WZ-(0001) and ZB-(111) slabs are similar
in energy.
By contrast, the acetate covered slabs have the lowest energy
for slabs with the ZB-(001) surface, for all thicknesses calculated.
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Fig. 2 The energy diﬀerence DE between the ZB-(001) and WZ-(0001)
platelets, as a function of slab thickness, denoted with filled red squares for
bare slabs (Cdn+1Sen), and open blue squares for acetate covered slabs
(Cdn+1Sen(CH3COO)2).

This clearly shows that the stabilization of the ZB-(001) nanoplatelets can be attributed to the adsorption of the acetate ions.
Fig. 2 clearly shows that this stabilising eﬀect does not decrease
with increasing thickness, at least for the thicknesses of the
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Fig. 3 The total Bader charge on the acetate ions as a function of the number
of CdSe layers n. Triangles pointing up are used to denote acetate ions at the
top of the Cdn+1Sen slabs (open for WZ-(0001) slabs, closed for ZB-(001)), and
solid triangles denote those at the bottom. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.

slabs calculated. Two aspects are of importance here; the number of
ligands covering the slabs per unit area and the charge redistribution. First, the adsorption of neighbouring acetate ions might be
energetically more unfavourable for WZ slabs than for ZB-(001)
slabs, since the surface area per acetate ion is smaller for WZ slabs
(16.93 Å2) than for ZB slabs (19.27 Å2). However, we stress that the
number of acetate molecules per Cdn+1Sen is the same, so that the
energies of slabs with the same thickness can be directly compared.
Second, the charge redistribution could be significantly diﬀerent for
the two surfaces. To quantify this, Bader charges were calculated.
In Fig. 3 and 4 the Bader charges on the acetate ions and the
slabs, respectively, are shown. The charge transfer from the zinc
blende(001) slab to the acetate ions is approximately 0.685 e, for
both the top and the bottom acetate ion, due to symmetry, and
irrespective of the slab thickness. It is clear that the WZ(0001) slabs
show a larger charge on the acetate ions. Moreover, since there is
no mirror symmetry in the xy-plane, the charge on the bottom
acetate diﬀers somewhat from the charge on the top slab.
For a more qualitative description of the charge redistribution, isosurfaces of the electron density diﬀerence dr are
plotted in Fig. 5. Here, dr is defined as
-

-

-

-

-

dr(r ) = rslab+2Ac(r )  rslab(r )  rAc,top(r )  rAc,bottom(r ),

(1)

Fig. 4 The total Bader charge on the Cdn+1Sen slabs a function of n. Open
circles denote the WZ-(0001) slabs, while solid circles represent the ZB(001) slabs. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig. 5 Electron density diﬀerences dr at the top and bottom of the slabs.
Isosurfaces dr = 0.03 Å3 (orange) and dr = 0.03 Å3 (blue) are shown.

where rslab+2Ac is the electron density of the complete system,
rslab(r) is the electron density obtained for a static calculation of
only the CdSe slab, and rAc,top/bottom(r) the electron densities of
only the top/bottom acetate molecule. This eﬀectively shows
how the electrons are redistributed due to the acetate molecule
covering the surface. Isosurfaces at dr(r) = 0.03 are shown in
Fig. 5. The oxygen atoms show a net gain in electron density,
with an increase directly above the O atoms and a (smaller)
decrease at the O position. Consequently, the Cd atom covered by
the acetate shows a net decrease in electron density, with an
increase directly at the Cd position and a (larger) decrease in the
area above it. For the bottom WZ acetate, the charge redistribution
seems to extend to the Se atom in the subsurface layer.
In the ESI† the projected densities of states (pdos) are shown
for the bare and covered slabs. The oﬀ-stoichiometry has
introduced states at the Fermi energy for both bare slabs and
the WZ covered slab, making these slabs conducting instead of
semi-conducting. Since the CdSe ZB-(001) slabs are the most
relevant, the band structure was calculated using the hybrid
HSE06 functional. Fig. 6 shows a bandgap of 2.35 eV for the
acetate covered slabs, which is in very good agreement with the
observed photoluminescence peaks at 2.42 eV.22,23 The bare
slab mid-gap states, which consist mostly of outer layer Cd
s-orbitals and selenium p-orbitals, disappear in the covered slab;
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Fig. 6 Band structure of a ZB-(001) Cd5Se4 platelet, obtained with HSE.
Bands of bulk, bare slabs, and covered slabs are plotted in one figure. For
comparison the bands were shifted to match at the top of the valence
band at the G point. The dotted lines indicate the Fermi level.

the states in either the conduction or the valence band do not show
such a strong contribution from the outer layer Cd atoms. The
significant diﬀerence between the band structures of the bare and
covered slabs show that it is essential to take the ligands into
account when determining the electronic structure of this system.
We have shown by DFT calculations that the acetate ions
play an essential role in stabilising the ZB structure for CdSe
nanoplatelets. It should be noted however that all these DFT
calculations are necessarily limited to the total energy calculations
of small systems. They do not take into account the eﬀect of the
solvents or other molecules present, and neglect entropy eﬀects as
they are done at 0 K. To explain the synthesis in full detail, the
dynamics of the system must be understood. DFT calculations are
not suitable for this and accurate MD simulations that would be
required for that purpose are left for future work.

Conclusion
In summary, our DFT calculations show that indeed the
absorption of stabilizing acetate ions onto CdSe nanoplatelets
is responsible for the stabilization of the ZB crystal structure,
even for nanoplatelets up to 11 layers thick. The ligands are
crucial in determining the stability of this 2D nanomaterial as
they induce a particular charge redistribution at the surface.
The band gap for the most stable nanoplatelet that we calculated
using the hybrid HSE06 functional is in excellent agreement with
the energy of the experimentally observed photoluminescence.
Our findings have considerable implications for a wide range of
other 2D nanomaterials that are growth controlled by ligand
manipulation, in particular those that are synthesized in an
unusual crystal structure.24
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